Opening address

21th IJBG Meeting

Yoshiharu FUKUHARA, Japanese President
terremoto dell'Aquila (April, 2009)
日本を守る、責任力。

- → +  + → + +

改めます。  伸ばします。
Historical Victory for DPJ in Japan’s Election
(August 30th, 2009)
Games of the XXIX Olympiad Beijing 2008
The inauguration of President Barack Obama
Lehman’s Collapse (September, 2008)
Piracy in Somalia
• WORKING GROUP 1 - Interchange among small- and mid-size companies: Nanotechnology

• WORKING GROUP 2 - Improvement of the Business Environment - Rules and Regulation

• WORKING GROUP 3 - Energy

• WORKING GROUP 4 - Natural Disaster Management
SESSION 4: “Now and on, Japan-Italy Culture and Dissertation”

=Create new wisdom from Japan-Italy partnership=